
FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE 
 
Mapify wins former Airbnb Manager Gunnar Froh as one of its angel investors, closes 
$300K funding round and opens its first office in Berlin. 

 

The Social Travel Network Mapify connects travelers all over the world by curating an AI-backed 
travel guide based on personal experiences. 
 

Berlin — Mapify, the trending Social Travel Network, announces its first funding round of $300K 
from renowned angel investors and opens his first office in Berlin. The startup which launched 
in November 2017, backed by MIT’s Sandbox Innovation Fund, has raised $330K to this day 
and now aims at accelerating growth for its platform. 
 

“Mapify is the living travel guide. We create an amazing collection of the world’s traveling 
experiences, bringing people closer together and enabling a unique form of personal travel 
planning”, Mapify’s CEO Patrick Haede said. The 23-years old serial founder just recently 
dropped out of his Visiting Student Program at MIT to lead Mapify full-time. 
 

Backed by an intelligently designed and AI-based travel data platform, Mapify has already 
attracted interest by larger companies and saw itself being featured by Apple on the App Store 
numerous times after its launch just three months ago. “We have seen a strong commitment 
by travel companies to work with Mapify in creating a metasearch platform for travel 
information. To this day, we have linked more than 90.000 Airbnb listings to spots on Mapify, 
a number which grows stronger as more and more creators share their experiences on the 
platform”, said Sebastian Haede, the 19 years old former Computer Science student who 
leads Mapify’s entire product development. 
 

Just two weeks ago, Mapify launched its feature Collections, the first step in making the 
platform a tool to design a unique traveling experience in minutes. However, this is only the 
beginning: In addition to growing the development and operations team to at least ten people 
in the coming three months, Mapify’s engineers are already working on additional features: 
“Mapify Plan, our next major release, will transform the way people plan future experiences on 
mobile. Building on Mapify’s Collections, which successfully launched about a week ago and 
is already widely used by travelers on Mapify, we are now looking at the detailed planning of 
journeys together with friends to build a collaborative travel network,” Tobias Schnorpfeil said, 
who leads Mapify’s operations, brand, and ambassadors program. 
 



Backed by experienced angel investors Gunnar Froh, who launched Airbnb’s international 
expansion, Fredrik Posse, CEO of Soundtrap and Hagen Angermann, former Senior Manager 
at Daimler in Asia, the company now adds experienced entrepreneurs to its advisory board 
which already includes Dr. Thomas Arend, Twitter’s former International Product Lead. 
 

“We find it fascinating to see that users of Mapify call it the ‘Instagram of Travel’,” says Patrick 
Haede. “It reflects the power of Mapify to connect travelers worldwide through their personal 
experiences and become a social network inside a vertical which today is data-heavy, non-
social and unorganized. Future features of Mapify will pick up on this discovery, and we are 
excited about the road ahead.” 
 

About Mapify 
Founded in December 2016 and based in Berlin, Mapify is social travel platform for people to 
visualize, find and plan travel experiences. By developing a website and app which launched in 
November 2017, the company has attracted users worldwide to share trips and spots in more 
than 160 countries and has continuously been trending on several country App Stores 
worldwide. The company has raised $330K from MIT’s Sandbox Innovation Fund and 
renowned angel investors. 
 

Key Features of Mapify’s iOS App and Website 
• Visualization of past or current travel experiences by uploading single spots or entire 

trips with photos, descriptions, and attachments 
• Connecting with travelers worldwide by following them, commenting on the places they 

share or creating collections with them to start planning a new travel experience 
• Becoming inspired by Mapify’s unique “Inspire Feed” and receiving personal 

recommendations based on travel interests the platform recognizes 
• Searching for countries, regions, and cities on Mapify to discover spots and add them 

to a private bucket list or collections 
 

Editors 
For more information on Mapify’s iOS App, visit https://mapify.travel/app 
For images and videos, please see https://mapify.travel/press/assets 
An iOS-App demo video can be found here: https://youtu.be/2vl_h8ErOmU 
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